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Description of the Anser anser Goose Karyotype
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The karyotype of the Italian goose originating from Anser anser was characterised on the
basis of R and C bands. Chromosomal preparations obtained from an in vitro culture of blood
lymphocytes were stained with the RBG and CBG techniques. The RBG technique enabled
the analysis of the structure of nine pairs of chromosomes whereas the CBG technique –
fourteen pairs of chromosomes from the total of eighty goose chromosomes. The morphology
and the R and C banding patterns were described. The size and arrangement of the blocks of
constitutive chromatin were determined. Ideograms of R and C banded patterns were drawn.
The morphological structure of the analysed chromosomes was evaluated.
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Among ten goose species, two have been domes-
ticated (CRAWFORD 1990). One of these is Anser
anser which is a European species and is repre-
sented by many breeds. The Italian goose, the most
common in the world (SMALEC 2001), has been re-
cently been bred in Poland as the Koluda breed
(WÊ¯YK et al. 1993; ROSIÑSKI et al. 1999). Cy-
togenetic research was inspired by scant knowl-
edge about waterfowl genomes (VIGNAL et al.
1999). Chromosome band staining techniques in-
troduced in the 1970s enabled the precise identifi-
cation of homological pairs as well as the
identification and analysis of chromosomal aber-
rations. Chromosome band patterns were deter-
mined for man and many species of farm animals
(ISCNDA 1989; ISCN 1995; ANSARI et al. 1999;
ISCNDB 2000). The poultry band pattern stan-
dard, which includes the nine largest pairs of chro-
mosomes, was obtained only for Gallus domesticus
(LADJALI-MOHAMMEDI et al. 1999).

Birds are one of the least examined animal
groups due to karyotype specificity, i.e. small
chromosomes, a large diploidal chromosome
number or the division of the chromosomes into
macro- and microchromosomes. The largest chro-
mosomes, ranging from four to eight microns, con-
stitute only a few chromosome pairs. The remaining
ones, described as microchromosomes, are usually
smaller than two microns and in many cases are
observed as points (CHRISTIDIS 1989). Compared

with macrochromosomes, microchromosomes are
characterised by a higher content of guanine-
cytosine pairs (G-C). Half of the identifiable genes
are situated on microchromosomes (FILLON et al.
1998; GREGORY 2002). Bird microchromosomes
are characterised by a three-fold higher crossing-
over frequency than the macrochromosomes, as a
result the possibility of their correct segregation
during the meiotic division increases (RODIONOV
1996).

Conventional banding techniques do not always
enable differentiating bird chromosomes even in
relation to the centromere location (BITGOOD &
SHOFFNER 1990). One of the most frequently ap-
plied chromosome banding techniques is the RBG
banding method. R bands undergo early replica-
tion in phase S and late condensation (HOLMQUIST
1988), they also contain many CpG islands and are
rich in G-C pairs. The chromosome sites on which
R bands occur in telomeres are characterised by a
high frequency of chiasm creation, splitting and
rearrangement (BERNARDI 1989; HOLMQUIST
1992). Another popular chromosome banding
method is the CBG banding method. Constitutive
chromatin, constituting about 20% of the genome,
is a structural part of C bands. It is placed in centro-
meric, telomeric and interstitial parts of chromo-
somes (BURKHOLDER & DUCZEK 1982). Also sex
chromosomes W, Y and animal B-chromosomes
of animals can be entirely or mostly made up of



heterochromatin (ŒWITOÑSKI 1998). The region
of C bands possesses a small number of CpG is-
lands and no interspersed elements. This is due to
the fact that C bands are not sensitive to DNase I,
they are characterised by a late replication period,
a low acetylation level of histone proteins, the
presence of HMG-I proteins and a low degree of
meiotic recombinations (DISNEY et al. 1989;
SUMNER 1994).

The aim of the study is to describe the karyotype
of the goose, Anser anser, after application of the
RBG and CBG techniques of chromosome stain-
ing.

Material and Methods

Samples were taken from ten White Koluda
geese. Chromosomal preparations obtained from
an in vitro culture of peripheral blood lymphocytes
were stained by means of two standard techniques:
RBG (PERRY & WOLFF 1974) and CBG (SUMNER
1972). The RBG staining included the incorpora-
tion of BrdU and Hoechst 33258 in the 65th hour of
incubation and ethidium bromide and colchicine
in the 69th hour of incubation. In each case ten
metaphase plates were analysed. The choice of the
techniques made it possible to analyse the struc-
ture of nine pairs of chromosomes in respect to the
localisation of R bands, the location and the size of
constitutive chromatin blocks of fourteen pairs of
chromosomes, and to draw ideograms of band pat-
terns of analysed chromosomes. The ideograms
were drawn on the basis of ten metaphase plates
from each individual bird.

The description of the band pattern of chromo-
somes stained with the RBG technique was done
following the human and chicken standard:
ISCNDA1989;LADJALI-MOHAMMEDI etal. (1999).

The CBG staining technique enabled determin-
ing the pattern of C bands on chromosomes.
Moreover, the sizes of individual heterochromatin
bands were measured and expressed as relative
values in relation to the whole chromosome
length. The obtained results were characterised by
their mean values (X) and standard deviations (S).
The morphological structure of the first, second,
third, fourth and Z W chromosomes was evaluated
by calculating the index of arms [q/p] and centro-
meric index [p/(p+q)].

Results

The number of chromosomes in A. anser so-
matic cells was 80. The size of individual chromo-
somes varied (Fig. 1). The length of the largest

chromosomes ranged from 4 to 11�m according to
the metaphase plate, whereas for the smallest
chromosomes the range was from 0.60 to 1.45�m.
Ideograms of R bands of nine analysed pairs of
chromosomes were made (Fig. 2). Altogether, 131
R bands were found on the analysed chromo-
somes, including 10 dark positive ones.

The first of the chromosomes belonging to the
largest pair was submetacentric with an index of
arms 1:1.697 and centromeric index 0.410.
Twenty-nine R bands were recorded. Two regions
and eleven R bands, six positive and five negative
bands, were found on the p arm of the chromo-
some. On the q arm of the chromosome three re-
gions and eighteen R bands were determined. Half
of these were positive bands.

The second chromosome was submetacentric,
its index of arms was 1:1.515 and centromeric in-
dex 0.429. Twenty-six R bands were recorded. On
the p arm of the chromosome two regions and
twelve R bands were determined, including six
positive ones. On the q arm of the chromosome
two regions were found and fourteen R bands were
recorded. There were seven positive and seven
negative bands.

The third largest acrocentric autosome pos-
sessed an index of arms and centromeric index
equalling 1:4.979 and 0.171, respectively. Alto-
gether twenty R bands were observed on the third
chromosome. On the p arm of the chromosome one
region was detected and three R bands were re-
corded: one wide positive band and two negative
ones. On the q arm of the chromosome two regions
and seventeen R bands were recorded. Nine bands
were positive and eight bands were negative.
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Fig. 1. Picture of the metaphase plate of the chromosomes of
Anser anser (RBG banding).
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The submetacentric chromosome of the fourth
pair had an index of arms 1:1.328 and centromeric
index 0.443. Nine R bands were observed. On the p
arm of the chromosome one region and three R
bands were determined. On the q arm of the
chromosome, within one region, six R bands, three
positive and three negative ones, were observed.

Ten bands were detected on the acrocentric chro-
mosome of the fifth pair. Within one region one

positive band was determined on the p arm
whereas the q arm harboured, within one region,
nine bands including five positive and four nega-
tive ones.

The acrocentric chromosome of the sixth pair
had seven R bands including four positive bands
situated within the q arm.

On the acrocentric seventh chromosome nine R
bands were recorded. One positive and one nega-
tive band were found on the p arm, whereas seven
R bands were recorded on the q arm : four positive
and three negative ones.

The eighth acrocentric autosome had five R bands
including threepositiveones locatedwithin theqarm.

The index of arms and centromeric index of the
submetacentric sex Z chromosome were 1.381 and
0.374, respectively. Altogether, eleven bands were
determined. On the p arm of the chromosome one
region including four R bands was found, whereas
on the q arm of the chromosome seven R bands
were recorded within one region.

The W heterochromosome was submetacentric,
its index of arms was 1:1.370 and centromeric in-
dex 0.423. Five R bands were recorded. One posi-
tive R band was found on the p arm, whereas two
positive bands were found on the q arm.

Darkly stained blocks of constitutive chromatin
made it possible to identify fourteen pairs among
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Fig. 2. Ideogram and karyogram of the chromosomes of Anser anser (RBG banding).

Fig. 3. Picture of the metaphase plate of the chromosomes of
Anser anser (CBG banding).
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the total of forty pairs of chromosomes, including
thirteen pairs of autosomes and a pair of sex chro-
mosomes (Figs 3 & 4). Altogether, twenty-two
heterochromatin blocks were observed on the ana-
lysed chromosomes. The regions of constitutive
chromatin in the proximal part of the p and q arms
of chromosomes were observed in respect to all the
investigated chromosomes, excluding the fourth
pair of autosomes. On the Z chromosome the cen-
tromeric band was detected only on the short arm.
Heterochromatin blocks on the interstitial parts of
chromosomes were observed on the Z W chromo-
somes. The remaining blocks of constitutive het-
erochromatin were identified in the distal parts of
the analysed chromosomes, excluding the chro-
mosome of the fourth pair where no heterochroma-
tin bands were detected.

The size of heterochromatin blocks on individ-
ual autosomes ranged from 17% (the third auto-
some) to 26% (the thirteenth autosome) of the total
length of a chromosome, whereas on the sex chro-
mosomes it was more than two times as large. On
the Z chromosome it amounted to 41% and on the
W chromosome – 75% (Table 1).

Discussion

The morphological structure of the chromosomes
of A. anser has been described in many papers. The

Fig. 4. Ideogram of the chromosomes of Anser anser (CBG banding).

Table 1

Size of constitutive heterochromatin
blocks of thirteen autosomes and sex
chromosomes in Anser anser

Chromo
- some

Chromosome region – Statistical
description

Proximal distal interstitial

X±S
p arm q arm p arm q arm

X±S X±S

1 7.70±0.49 4.60±0.45 5.51±0.50 – –

2 8.25±0.50 4.19±0.78 4.69±0.43 – –

3 12.69±0.64 – 3.78±0.56 – –

4 – – – – –

5 14.47±0.93 – 6.84±0.76 – –

6 19.62±2.39 – – – –

7 20.81±2.64 – – – –

8 21.73±3.81 – – – –

9 22.36±4.38 – – – –

10 23.19±3.08 – – – –

11 24.31±4.82 – – – –

12 24.34±4.53 – – – –

13 25.96±3.23 – – – –

Z 15.15±1.42 – 7.94±1.00 – 17.86±1.96

W – – – 74.86±2.99
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morphological description of the chromosomes of
A. anser presented by SILVERSIDES et al. (1988)
and APITZ et al. (1995) has been confirmed by the
results in this study. While investigating the goose
karyotype BELTERMAN and DEBOER (1984) ob-
served a metacentric morphological form of the
fourth autosome. SILVERSIDES et al. (1988),
HIDAS (1993, 1999) and AELTERMAN et al. (1995)
classified the fourth pair of chromosomes as sub-
metacentric. In the chromosome atlas presented by
BELTERMAN and DEBOER (1984) the W sex chro-
mosome is considered acrocentric, in contrast to
the present study, which classified the W chromo-
some as representing the group of submetacentric
chromosomes. This conclusion agrees with the re-
sults of SILVERSIDES et al. (1988) as well as APITZ
et al. (1995).

Differentiating banding on Italian geese chromo-
somes was carried out by SILVERSIDES et al. (1988)
and APITZ et al. (1995). Both authors analysed the
first five pairs of autosomes and sex chromosomes,
but used a different banding technique (GTG). In
the ideogram presented, APITZ et al. (1995) re-
corded 32 G-positive bands and 45 G-negative
bands. LADJALI et al. (1995) conducted compari-
sons of R and G bands on hen chromosomes. The
authors found that R bands do not reflect the gener-
ally accepted standard of G band reverse stereo-
type. SCHMID et al. (2000) refer to the currently
established standard of banded patterns prepared
for the Gallus genus by LADJALI-MOHAMMEDI et
al. (1999) which is a reference point in the investi-
gations on other bird species. In the present study
70 R-positive bands were found, the number of the
bands was the same for Gallus gallus.

There are no papers so far mentioning the RBG
chromosome staining of the goose. This technique
distinguished the banding pattern of the largest
goose chromosomes. R bands can be detected by
the methods of luminosity. The use of DNA-binding
base pair of chromomycin A3 allowed MAYR et al.
(1990) to illuminate R banding pattern on A. anser
goose macro- and microchromosomes.

Heterochromatin blocks were observed by APITZ
et al. (1995) on all the analysed chromosomes ex-
cluding the fourth pair of autosomes. The pre-
sented results are concordant, apart from the distal
parts of both arms of the analysed chromosomes.
The cited authors do not mention the localisation
of heterochromatin in the form of telomeric bands.
Lack of C bands in the distal parts of chromosomes
may be due to short digestion times of the chromo-
somes with barium hydroxide. MAYR et al. (1990)
applied the opposite techniques of chromatin
staining using fluorochromes (chromomycin,
A-2/distamycin, A/DAPI, and then DAPI/actino-
mycin) in order to characterise the arrangement of
heterochromatin on macro- and microchromo-

somes. They found heterochromatin blocks in the
distal parts of chromosomes of the A. anser first
and second pair. Moreover, they proved the
presence of guanine-cytosine regions (CMA-2
positive) in the telomeres of both arms of the first
and second pair of chromosomes, on the long arm
of the autosome of the third and fifth pair and the Z
chromosome. Earlier studies (HAMMAR et al.
1966) mentioned the occurrence of C bands at the
same sites.

S£OTA (1998) and ŒWITOÑSKI (1998) attempted
to estimate the size of heterochromatin blocks us-
ing subjective estimates (the size of the hetero-
chromatin region was described by means of “+”
signs). The subjective studies were continued by
KOZUBSKA-SOBOCIÑSKA et al. (1999) who aimed
at characterising the karyotypes of various animal
species. In the present study the measurements of
the size of heterochromatin blocks were carried
out and presented as relative values in relation to
the chromosome length. The measurement of the
size of heterochromatin blocks enabled the general
determination of the variation of chromosome
structure.
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